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ABSTRACT

An SIR epidemic model of a general age-dependent vaccination model is investigated

when the fertility, mortality and removal rates depend on age. We give threshold criteria

for the existence of equilibriums and perform stability analysis. Furthermore a critical

vaccination coverage that is sufficient to eradicate the disease is determined.
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1. Introduction

Several recent papers have dealt with age-dependent vaccination models. For example,

Hethcote [10], Katzman and Dietz [12], Anderson and May [1], Busenberg, Cooke and

Iannelli [3] and El-Doma [5,6,7,8]. In our previous paper [8] we studied the existence and

uniqueness of solution to the model equations and determined the large time behaviour

to the solution of the model equations. It is known that the iarge time behaviour of the

total population size is completely determined by a characteristic equation which has a

unique real root. The size of the total population will be increasing if the root is positive,

decreasing if the root is negative and constant if the root is zero.

In this paper we determine the steady states for the model equations and perform

stability analysis. We show that there is a parameter which determine whether the disease

will become endemic or die out. And then we show that this endemic state is locally

asymptotically stable. For the trivial equilibrium, we show that, depending on the size

of the parameter, this state is locally asymptotically stable or unstable. Furthermore the

size of the parameter could be used as a means of control to determine a vaccination

coverage that is sufficient to eradicate the disease with minimum vaccination coverage.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we describe the model

and obtain the model equations; in Section 3 we reduce the model equations to several

subsystems; in Section 4 we determine the steady states and the limiting equation; in

Section 5 we perform stability analysis.

2. A General Age-Dependent Vaccination Model

In this section, we consider an age-structured population of variable size exposed to a

communicable disease. We assume the following:

1 s(a,t), i(a,t) and r{a,t), respectively, denote the age density for susceptibles,

infectives and immune individuals of age a at time t. Then
I s(a, t)da = total number of susceptibles at time t of ages between tti and aj.

Ja2
rai

I i(a, i)da = total number of infectives at time t of ages between aj and a-2.
Ja2

I r(a,t)da = total number of immune individuals of ages between ai and a2.

And that the total population consists entirely of susceptibles, infectives and immune

individuals.

2 - The transmission of the disease occurs according to the following law:
k(a)s(a, t) J£° i{a, t)da where k(a) is a bounded non-negative continuous function of a.



3 The fertility rate p(a) is non-negative, continuous, with compact support [0,T],

(T > 0). And the birth rates are given by;

.,(0, t) = r ° /3{a)[s(a, t) + i(a,t) + r[a, t)]da
Jo

*((), t) = 0, r(0, t) = 0, i.e. all newborns are suscptibles and the maternally transmitted

immunity is zero.

4 The death rate n(a) is the same for susceptibles, infectives and immunes, and fi(a)

is non-negative, bounded, continuous and eventually non-decreasing.

5 The cure rate 7(11) is a bounded non-negative continuous function of a.

0 The vaccination rate u(a) is a bounded non-negative continuous function of a.

7 The initial age-distributions: s(a, 0) = so(a), «(a,0) = io(a), r(a, 0) = r»(a) are

assumed to be continuous and integrable functions of a in [0, 00).

These assumptions lead to the following system of nonlinear integro-differential equa-

tions:

+ (ti(a) + u ( a ) ) s ( a , t) = - k ( a ) s ( a , t) f i ( a , t)da ,
J 0

a > 0, t > 0

(2.1)

On m '

trr-2 + Uda) + 7(a))i(a, t) = k(a)s(a, t) I i{a, t)da ,
•Jt J 0

a > ( ) , t > 0

•J(a)[s(a, (!) + i(a, t) + r{a, t)}da, t > 0,

•i(O,«) = r(0,t) = 0, t > 0

«(a,0) = sH((i), t(a,0) = in (a), r(ra,0) = ro(a), a > 0 .

Here we note that the SI version of this model together with numerical solution is

given in [4].

3. Formal Reduction of the Model

In this section, we develop some preliminary formal analysis of problem (2.1). We

define p(<i, t.) by:
p(a,t) = s(u,f.) + i(a, t) + r(a,t) .

Then p{a, t) satisfies the following McKendrick-Von Foerster equation:

p ( O , t ) = [™ 0 ( a ) p { u , t ) d a d = ' B ( t ) , t > 0
Jo

p(a, 0) = po(tt) = ,so(n) + io{a) + ra(a), a > 0 .

(a, f) satisfies the following:

s fe '^ + [,i(a) + i/(a)]s(a, () = -k(a)s(a, t.) f°°i{a, t)da,

a >0 , t > Q

(3.1)

(3-2)

(a,0) = so(a), a > 0 .

And i(a,*) satisfies the following:

^ + ̂  + 1 ]i{a, t) = k(a),s(a, t)J™i{a, t)da,

a > 0, (! > 0

i(0,t) = 0, ( > 0

i(o,0) = io(a), a > 0 .

And accordingly r(a,t) satisfies:

r(a,t) =p(aj)- s{a, t) - i ( a , t ) .

(3.3)

(3.4)

So, it is clear that (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent to the original problem

(2.1). The existence and uniqueness of solution to this problem is proved in [8|. Fur-

thermore, since problem (3.1) is McKendrick-Von Foerster equation, p(a,t) has a unique

solution that exists for all time, (see Bellman and Cooke [2], Hoppensteadt [11] and Feller

The unique solution of problem (3.1) is given by:

,(a-t)ir{a)/n(a-t), a > t

B{t - a)*(a), a < 1,

where 7r(a) is given by:

"{ (3.5)

(3.6)

and B(t) has the following asymptotic behaviour

(3.7)



where p* is tht unique real number which satisfies the following characteristic equation:

0{a)7T{a)e.-Kda = 1 (3.8)

and fl(t) is a function such that 8(t) —* 0 as t -* oo and c is a constant.

Note that since D(t) is known, wo can solve for s(a,t) from (3,2) and then use this

solution to determine t(«, t) from (!i.3).

4. Limiting Equation and Steady States

In this section, we discuss the steady state solution of problem (2.1). We note that the
large time behaviour of the total population is determined by the characteristic equation
(;S.8). We restrict, our attention here to the case p' = 0. For the other cases see El-Doma

[8].

Theorem (4.1)

Suppose },' = 0. Then if cJ£°J%°v{a + 8)er $T'^"V" k(a)e.-% "[°)d° dads > 1 there
exists a unique Ix --- lim^aj/fi) > 0 satisfying:

./<» Jo

And in this cii.se ,sOT(a) = nt(a)e

(4.1)

JO

Otherwise; / „ = 0, .^(a) = C7r(a)e~ ti »{a)du, ix(a) = 0 and r^a) = ar(a)[l

Proof:

By integrating (3.3) along characteristics t — a = constant we obtain the following:

x k(a — t + <r)s(a - t + a, a)I(a)da, a > t

- ja (('(si T('J) 5k(<r)s(<r, t — a + (r)I(t — a + a)da, a < t

(4.2)

where /(() = J£°i(a, t)da.

By integrating (4.2) we obtain the following:

]+l{"-t+sm'k{a - t + tr)s(a -t + a, <j)I{a)doda

We note that

•/( Jo

t —* oo by the dominated convergence theorem and assumption (4) and (7).
Now, by change of the variables of the integration we get:

Jo
•da

+ / ' r , r r+°'"(»'+''(s»'rf5Jt(a).9(a, t - (j)I(t - a)dada . (4.3)
JO J0

In a similar fashion if we integrated (3.2) along characteristics t, — a — constant we
obtain the following:

(4.4)

|

*o(a ~ Of- ° ' ' " " " s. n > t

B(t — fi)e Jo ' " -Q+*)) "̂  a < (

So, letting p* = 0 and substituting (4.4) in (4.3) we obtain:

/»[! - c f" [°°K(a + (T)e-C°W'k(a)e-Kl'M*>e-'°°IokWdad(j] . (4.5)
Ja Jo

That is if / ^ ^ 0, then we obtain the following equation for 1^:

Since the left-hand side of (4.6) is a monotone decreasing function of / „ (4.6) have a

unique solution !&> > 0 iff

*Tr{a+ cr)e-f*t"-'Md°k(a)c-I°''Md>dada > 1 .

Moreover in this case 1^ is given by (4.6). And by (4.4) and (3.7) s^fn) is given by:

By using (4.7) and (4.2) we get that t ^ a ) satisfies:

rja) = CTT(a)Ix C er -C^'kioy.-
./o

(4.7)

(4.8)



And therefore rM(a) is given by:

[f /„;, = 0, then from (4.4) .^(a) satisfies:

From (4.2) we sec that ix(a) = 0. And therefore rx(a) is given by:

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

It is worth noting that if (•/"/ f^ ?r(a + CT)C~ iT*Ms)djfc(a)e-/o%(sW3(fadff < 1 then

x = 0 is the only solution, on the other hand if

./o *"("• + > 1 , then Ix = 0 and 7M > 0

are possible solutions.

Also the above theorem assert, the existence of an endemic disease when c f™ f£° jr(a +

rr)c~ h M*)d"k(a)c~ h "(!>w'dttdff > 1, so, it is clear that, if the vaccination rate v(<z) is

high enough it is not possible to attain the inequality. For this model the minimum

vaccination coverage vr is defined to satisfy:

r r Tr(a
Ju Jo

»-C»cW*dada = 1 (4.12)

(4.12) could be usc-d us a device for determining the effectiveness of a certain vaccination

strategy. For example there are vaccination strategies that are followed for the eradication

of important communicable diseases such as Measles and Rubella {see Hethcote [10],

Katzman and Dietz [12]).

Here, we note that from (4.3) and (4.4), I{t) has the following limiting equation:

I" f° n(a + (r)e'-lT"^s)d'k(a)
JO ' I I

(4.13)

Also, we note that here we are assuming that the total population p(a,t) has already

reached its steady state px(a) = en (a).

5. Stability Results

In this section, we determine the stability of the steady states described in Theorem

(4.1). Here, we note that we are assuming that the total population has already reached

its steady state px(<i) = nr(a).

We define u(t) to be the perturbation and is given by:

where I(t) is the limiting equation given by (4.13). The linearization of o> yields the
following equation:

uj(t) = c f ° ( /°°7r(a
Ju I JO

(S.I)

- (5-2)

Jo JO

which has the following characteristic equation:

1 = c I" <-~y° ( r T ( " + °)e~ / :+"1<S1"'-" /o" Ks)<JsJt(a)€
Jo Uo

- /«, f /'Mff(a + ff)e-C^lc)^fc(a + S)e-/r*"(c>dcA;(a)e-u/o°+

Jn Jo
Setting A = ;c + iy we get the following equations:

Ja Jo

-cln f" f re-I%:os
Jo Jo Jo

O= (X r e-1" sin ayn(a + <r)e~ $"*' ^')d'k{a)e' -C "(fl)ri-V'u & k[")dsdada (5.4)
Jo Ja

-r.Ix [X f r <'~1<r s
Jo Ja JO

c ' ldadsd<T

(5.3)

The following result describes the local asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium

= 0.

Theorem (5.1).

The trivial equilibrium Ix = 0 is locally asymptotically stable if

c r r-n(a
Jo Jo

and unstable if

Jo Jo

Proof:

We start by noting that for the trivial equilibrium the characteristic equation satisfies:

(5.5)



f OC TOO J-Q + -CT , , p . . j

() = . : / / e~x° sin oy*(a + cr)e.-i- 'Md'k{a)t;- Jo ^')dldado . (5.6)
Jo Jo

, if r. [" I* it(a + tT)e-f°*''*l{!')d3k(a)e-S»'iU)dsdad0 < I, (5.5) impies that, x < 0.
./(i Jo

So
./

And if c<i™ j'^v{a + a)e~ ^° ^^ k{a)c.- ^ "(')is dada > 1, then if we choose j / = 0 in

(5.5), (5.6) then the right hand side of (5.5) is a monotone decreasing function of x and

goes to zero as :i —• oo, while its value at x = 0 is greater than one, hence there exists a

unique x > 0 such that (5.5) and (5.6) are satisfied. So, the trivial equilibrium is unstable

if cIT C *(a + o)v-C°^d°k(a)er K"^dada > 1.
We note that, if r f™ fi* 7r(a + a)v~ $?'*')<uk{a)e- ^"[s)d'dadn = 1, then A = 0 is a

solution, and there arc no solutions which are pure imaginary.

Since s[ti, t) and r(a, t.) are determined by I{t), we see that this leads to the following

two results stated in Theorems (5.2) and (5.3).

Theorem (5.2)

The equilibrium «oo(u) = (.-ir(a}e~ h "[s) is locally asymptotically stable if

r r
Jo

and unstable if

Theorem (5.3)

The equilibrium r^fa) = cx(a)[l - ?~ J" "{")ds\ is stable if

Jn Jo

and unstable if

J<) JO

In tlm next, result, we describe the stability of the positive endemic equilibrium /«, > 0.

Theorem (5.4)

Supple that. r./if/0
007r(a

locally asymptotically stable.

> 1, then /«, > 0 is

Proof:

Let J,(rr, / w ) , M<rJoo) be denned by:

•h(a, /oo) = c r K(a + a)er C+ '^s )d3 / t(a)e- Jo""W"l*E"ui°
Jo

We note that MOJ^,) - J2(0,/«,) = r/lf°7r(a}A;(a)e-.C'''s)ds
(.-'™/J'^'Isda > () for

ft) positive in a set of nonzero measure. Also

dJi(o, !„,) 9J2(g, Joo)

- c /°°f/ifa
J

, f /
Jt) Jl)

Here we note that;
Jl!

Jo Jo

V-'» -C

(5.7)

= c r
Jo

(« + <T))7T(Q + <r)e"

By using (5.7) and (5.8) we find that:

QJi (a, JCQ) _ dJ'2(o,

da dry

Now, we look at

/»r r *
Jo Jo

(5.8)

c ~ r " " < c ) d c ^ ' ^ r '

Jo JO
s)e-''°%+"mdcdadfi. A/= sup fc(a)

aS|d,oo)
< M<TW((T) —f 0 as (T —> oo by assumpt ion (4).

So, ./, (CT, 7W) - ./2((T, /„ ) decreases to zero us ff — oo. But if .x > 0, y ^ 0 then
/•CO

/ e.-™ sinyul./^ff, /«,) - .h{a, I«,)\dv # 0
Jo

9



since sin ay is periodic and odd and ,1, (0,1^,) - J-}(0, Ix) > 0 and [Ji {a, /„) — J-i{o,

is decreasing. Finally, if y = II then (5.3) shows that

Ju Ja

Ju Jn Jn

Now, (4.(i) implies that r ^ /0°°

1 for r > 0 and so

f"

(a)^ T *W-V<» T k^isdada <

r + ' k{c)drdadsdu < 0,

which is impoKsihlc s<i, j» ̂  0, which gives the local asymptotic stability.

Since .fnoffi): 'oo('0 alKi ?'cc(") given by (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) are determined by 1^,
the following result is a direct consequence of Theorem (5 4).

Theorem (5.5).

Suppose that, cj™ }\™ n(n+ <?),--S°"llWd"k(a)e-K"^dado > 1, then Soo(a), i^a)

and r^iu) given res])cctivoly by (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) are locally asymptotically stable.
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